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Dunk lords game review

NBA Jam was almost perfect in execution when it was released. One of the problems with NBA Jam and Jam T.E is that they feel so good and play that it's hard to improve the formula. NBA Jam also came out during an era that would produce some of the most enduring stars in NBA history. The roster of these original NBA Jam games is hard to top. Many games have tried to usurp NBA Jam as the best
arcade basketball game over the years, but they have mostly failed. Dunk Lords is the latest game to try to make something new out of the arcade basketball genre. Let's see how they do it! What is Dunk Lords? Dunk Lords is a 2-on-2 arcade basketball game that takes place in the 1990s, similar to NBA Jam. Dunk Lords does not have an official NBA license. Dunk Lords has a different approach to the
genre and has a collection of individual characters, each with their own abilities and personalities. Dunk Lords can be described as an NBA Jam meets Overwatch. Dunk Lords has a story mode, a single game mode, a glove style mode and online/local multiplayer. Dunk Lords has players choose 2 unique characters, each with their own special moves to play 4 quarters of basketball, with the winner scoring
the most points at the end of the game. The dishes are wild and littered with power-ups. During the game you earn money for various milestones. Between quarters, you can spend this money to buy power-ups. These power-ups range from impermeable to upper-cuts to three points worth of 4 points if you lose the game. What is the music like? Incredible. It's like listening to every good 90s sitcom theme in
video game form. You leave every game session buzzing a song. It adds a lot to the games pseudo-nineties presentation. Laura Shigihara did a great job on the soundtrack you hear here. What is the gameplay like? This game feels great. Dunk Lords does not fall into some of the normal traps into which NBA Jam clones fall. Dunk Lords does not add a crossover move to go with the normal shooting, pass,
turbo buttons. A dash button is added to the Arsenal as a modifier and a special button so that players can unleash their special attacks. Instead of the push, you now have an upper cut to wipe out players while they are dunking. You also have a dash that can lose the ball if you swipe through an opponent. The special button can be pressed or held. When the special is pushed for the game's protagonist,
Slice, he shoots a digital explosion to knock down opponents, but when the button is pressed, he creates a large square of digital funk that freezes everyone in his radius. What are the graphics? This game is beautiful and it incredibly colorful. It looks amazing in screenshots and even better in motion. Dunk Lords has a 90s atmosphere, but also carves out its own identity. The cast is super diverse and all
dresses and hairstyles are awesome. The players are so visually pronounced that they don't get lost in the madness on the screen. Each action action a visual cue that also helps to keep the action manageable. The frame rate is super smooth and the dish all feels different. This is a game and art style that feels wanted and planned to the pixel and it really shines. Is this the next NBA Jam? Well, no. But in
my eyes, this game does the impossible, it takes the NBA Jam formula and adds it and changes it in a meaningful way. NBA Playgrounds is fine, but never feels like more than a knock off of NBA Jam. Dunk Lords makes smart changes. Pace smart, the games feel super fast. In Dunk Lords you don't take the ball out of the frame after games. The team that just snapped the ball and they have a power field
for a few seconds so the opposing team has a chance to get the ball first. This small change makes a big difference to the game, but it still feels like basketball. I think having a crazy squad including a cyborg, polar bears, and pirates is the best way to navigate, not with an NBA squad. Learning every character is a game in itself and that adds a lot of longevity. Each player has different special moves and
different stats. None of them feels like pallet swaps. I love NBA Jam, but the reality is big men dunk and guards can shoot. There are a little more nuances than that, but it was a simple system overall. Dunk Lords has really solid single player content. Story mode is not a reflection. The story does a great job of introducing you to any character and also tells a captivating story with cut scenes and dialogues.
It's a charming story. The story is not lazy either. You don't just play against the same characters in the same type of game. Dunk Lords constantly adds new enemies and enemies and various rule sets. At one point you play against a huge lobster that takes half the place and this lobster can ball. This variety makes the game really fresh and exciting to play. Last thoughts? Dunk Lords is excellent. It will
become a game with Gold game on Xbox this July and I really hope that people pick it up. It is also on Steam now for sale during the summer sale. This is an easy-to-get and hard-to-master game. It's a sports game that anyone can play. It has co-op so families can play. If you've ever enjoyed NBA Jam, try this one out. TLDR: Basketball, Bears and Bops! get it, don't regret it! Dunk Lords offers a really
satisfying mix of arcade basketball and TLDR: basketball, bears and bops! get it, don't regret it! Dunk Lords offers a really satisfying mix of arcade basketball and over-the-top shenanigans. If you use Ballin' with a Prefer an alien pirate with a jet gun and an anthropomorphic strawberry, as opposed to a purely realistic basketball simulation, you won't be disappointed! I spent most of my time single players in
the story campaign (which also supports local co-op). I thought the Challenge Level was really good for me. I think I hit about half of the story stages at the first attempt (not necessarily the 9 levels, but more distributed). The difficulty curve goes very fast, but I found that there is a good balance between flipping at loss of certain levels and winning the figure of how to outwit and ultimately dominate different
characters. There really is a triumphant sports ball feeling when they finally win a game. I lost a match quite frustratingly 4 times in a row, then I DOMINATED and won by 40 points, and it was worth it. That was the biggest turnaround, but there were many similar moments of triumph throughout the game. The story itself is just the right set of ridiculous fighting game unlikely Shenanigans, who take all
characters for granted, from alien pirates to the supernatural level. The soundtrack by Laura Shigihara (Developer/Composer of Rakuen, Composer for Plants Vs. Zombies/many others) is a huge highlight. The melodies fit really well with the themes of the dishes. There are so many nice stylistic accents that are simply super satisfying. If you mix Mega Man Boss themes, hip-hop and of course a touch of
PvZ to taste, then someone who really cares about the game and makes it sound great, well, this soundtrack is an insert-great sports metaphor better than that. Most of the OST is instrumental, but make sure you play through the whole story as the credits song at the end is epic and serves as the perfect reward at the end of challenging story mode. Like all Laura's soundtracks, I expected it to be great,
but it really raises the bar and shows Laura's compositional reach. I'm going to play these tracks a lot out of motivation. A fantastic soundtrack that adds so much atmosphere to a great game. At the first release, Dunk Lords is really solid, and I'm sure the few rough edges will be polished out pretty quickly. As for suggestions for improvement, I think there were a few things in the tutorial unclear where I had
to go through it a second time to catch some of the nuances. Also (and this can help with the first one) I would like to have only one practice mode in which I could try trains without enemy or other restrictions (or with a stationary AI). Finally, the dunk slowdown temporarily cuts out the music, making some of the great tracks fluidly exhilarating. I know that silence helps to sell the temporary effect, so I'm not
sure what could be done with it, but that's just a very small problem I've had. Overall a super fun game. I'm looking forward to trying out co-op and competitive local multiplayer modes as I think there's a lot more depth in the moves that I could get out of it than just from the They really shot that field goal straight out of the hockey park!... Expand 4 years ago Dunk Lords is biffy basketball by Spelunky Coder
Alice O'Connor • 4 years ago • 3 Sometimes a developer's last game points to their next. Other times the programmer of Spelunky HD announces a basketball beat 'em up. Say hello to Dunk Lords Lords location] where we are jammed in 2018. This is a wonderful surprise, and not just because of this name. The slam-jamming shakalaka 'em up features 2v2 b-balling action with fisticuffs, special
movements, and environmental hazards that sounds... Read the rest of this post Tagged with Andy Hull, Story Fort, Dunk Lords, Spelunky. Spelunky.
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